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ABSTRACT 

Rape is a heinous crime by itself. The act of forcing sexual advances onto another 

without consent is generally considered by the public as a common definition o f rape. 

Malaysia has a recorded o f 31,685 rape cases between the year 2000 to 2013 - with 2,111 

cases involving underage rape victims. Though, this study, while w i l l discuss on the issue in 

general, wi l l specifically explore on the perceptions of how rape victims and rape itself is 

viewed at large. The present study was conducted within the confines o f U i T M Sepanggar -

Sabah's campus, consisting o f both degree and diploma students from different faculties. 

Finding shows that gender-based perceptions is a strong variable — supporting previous 

studies; while ethnic-cultural and religious based perceptions provided the least impact 

towards affecting perceptions. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Social ills plague every modern society, more so in developing countries where civil 

disorder, inadequate infrastructure, and high economic disparity can act as a contributing factor. 

Though, of all the negative aspects, rape is one of the most common - i f not - an underestimated 

prevailing problem. Rape, is by far an isolated incident. On a contrary, it is a detrimental 

problem that is ever persistent, existing, and difficult to eradicate; occurring and growing in 

every society around the world (Golge, Yavuz, Miiderrisoglu, & Yavuz, 2003). 

Malaysia is no exception, with the recorded number of rape cases by Malaysia Parliament (2014) 

indicates that an average of 3000 cases per annum, making an average of eight rape cases a day. 

A W A M (2014), or A l l Women's Action Society which is an independent feminist organization, 

argued that such statistics only accounted for the ones being reported - adding that the true figure 

of rape cases is actually much higher than what was showed. According to Nancy Shukri (cited 

by Astro Awani, 2015), a minister in the Prime Minister Department, Sabah alone this year has a 

total of 110 prosecution cases that involves rape in the first half of this year, and 223 cases 

recorded in the same period in the previous year. 

Women, in particular, are arguably the most affected due to their vulnerability; given that male 

perpetrators with superior physical strength can subdue their victims with ease and into coercive 

submission. More so, with society's current stance in perceptions towards rape - the idea that "it 

is usually the victim's fault" or "that the victim provoked the cause" - is one of the rape myths 

perpetuating to name a few. Various scholars suggest traditional gender norms and stereotypes 

toward women acts as contributing attributes in strengthening rape-supportive cultural values, by 

promoting male dominance and female subordination as well as by normalizing the subjugation 

of women (Burt, 1980; Lonway & Fitzgerald, 1994). 
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